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In a top-down manner, we analyze the typical
workflow in a slide-centric lecture and present
hierarchically aligned models that are capable of
representing the structure and temporal relationships
within a lecture in chapter 2. Chapter 3 focuses related
work in respect to highlighted aspects and their specific
implementation. Based on the observations and our
own experiences during the development of
educational presentation systems, design issues for the
discussed aspects are also proposed in chapter 3. The
paper closes with chapter 4, a summary of the
presented work.

Abstract
This paper is a report about experiences and
observations during the development of educational
presentation systems for higher education. The paper
discusses workflows during a typical slide-centric
presentation. It presents different models that can be
hierarchically aligned and extended by temporal
information in order to reflect the workflows and to
structure the content presented during a lecture. While
structure and timing contribute to the high-level design
of presentation systems the paper also identifies
aspects that are relevant for mid- to low-level design
and implementation of components within presentation
systems. With respect to the comparison of related
work, four key aspects are discussed. Finally, we
present conclusions for the general design and
development of flexible presentations systems.

2. Representing a Typical Lecture Scenario
This chapter focuses on presentation-centric lectures
and discusses a typical lecture scenario in order to
derive a suitable model-based representation for a
presentation system that is capable to reflect workflows
in respect to processed content.

1. Introduction

2.1. A Typical Lecture Scenario

Today, many different presentation systems are used
for education. The systems comprise very simple up to
more complex functionality and vary in their intention
and technical realization.
Some systems such as Windows Journal [1], e-chalk
[2] or TinyWB [3] focus on the development of content
from scratch during a lecture, while other systems such
as PowerPoint [1], Lecturnity [4] or Lectern II [5]
focus on the presentation of prepared lecture slides.
Systems such as Camtasia [6], TeleTeachingTool [7] or
Presenter [8] process desktop captures that can be
augmented. In addition, systems of the latter two
groups often introduce features to support creating and
annotating blank slides during a session, in order to
overcome the disadvantages and limitations of slidecentric talks. This paper focuses on selected aspects of
such systems and on our experiences and observations
during the development of educational presentation
systems.
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In presentation-centric lectures, the lecturer mediates
content using presentations. During a lecture series,
several presentation files are created for this purpose
and presented to the audience. A presentation consists
of different slides that are often augmented using
digital ink. Afterwards, the modified presentations are
usually distributed and reused by the students.

2.2. Workflows during a Lecture
The sequence diagram in figure 1 shows the timelines
of different types of models (dashed lines) and the
period of their modification during a typical lecture that
relies on slide-based presentations.
A so-called lecture session is initialized and
terminated by using a presentation system. During a
session, slides of different presentations are presented
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Figure 2: Hierarchically aligned models.

Slide: A slide-model consists of a title and content that
is in many cases just a simple image, but may also
contain speaker notes. The model can contain further
references that, e.g., point to annotation-models.
Figure 1: Sequence diagram that depicts the
timeline of modifications, applied to different types
of models, during a lecture.

Annotation: An annotation-model represents different
types of annotation. In this work, we focus on freehand
ink annotations.

and augmented. The beginning and ending of
modifications result from different actions such as
show slide and hide slide. Actions occur on different
stages during a session and can be distinguished by
their granularity.

Timing: A timing-model is capable of representing the
beginning and ending of a models modification. The
corresponding time span does not essentially match the
lifecycle of the associated object. For instance, slidemodels may be created (but still not modified) in order
to provide previews for navigation purposes.

2.3. Timed Models for the Representation

3. Selected Aspects of Presentation Systems

The different stages within a workflow can be
represented using a hierarchical set of models that
consists of models for sessions, presentations, slides
and annotations. The hierarchical alignment and
temporal relationships can be expressed using the
alignment of models shown in figure 2. Figure 2 also
contains timing-models that are capable to reflect the
temporal information of processes within the
workflows. The hierarchy consists of following models.

Different presentation systems are focused in respect to
their intention and underlying technical realization in
the following sections. Based on the discussion, the
application domain is decomposed into selected aspects
and components that can be (re-)used in order to ease
the development of similar systems and to increase the
understanding for the development of such systems.

3.1. Static vs. Dynamic Content
Session: A session-model consists of meta-information
and references to presentation-models. Examples for
meta-information are the name of the lecturer, the
name of the lecture series and the date, time and room
of the lecture.

The requirements and complexity of systems and their
implementations varies heavily based on whether the
presentation of static or dynamic content is supported.
Presenting and augmenting static content can be
reduced to the problem of processing images. Many
systems including Classroom Presenter [9] and
Multimedia Lecture Board [10] chose this approach
and therefore require converting presentation files into

Presentation: Presentation-models consist of metainformation such as the title of a presentation and
references to slide-models.
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image sets. Annotating dynamic content is comparable
to annotation of videos [11], but requires additional,
expensive processes like screen-capturing and real-time
rendering to various destinations, such as the displays
of lecturers and students.
A static slide can be represented by a single image.
In contrast, animated slides or videos from systems that
follow the screen-recording approach produce far more
images. For most applications, dealing with over 25
images per second is unfeasible. Especially distributed
solutions process (rectangular) updates of screen
regions and limit the overhead using the remote frame
buffer protocol. A suitable solution is to add the
updates including timestamps to the slide-model or to
introduce a new type of model as shown in figure 3 and
named update-model.
For collaborative video annotations (rather text than
ink), Vannotea [12] proposes the following metamodel: video nodes consist of video segments. A
segment contains a single key frame and temporal
information. While video and video segment nodes can
be compared with our presentation and slide models, a
list of key frames (instead of a single key frame) are
comparable to our slide updates.

Figure 4: Extended processing unit for (regional)
slide updates.
MPEG encodings. In addition, we experienced
significant ease of handling updates by introduction of
the component shown in figure 4. Please note that we
do not discuss in detail that detected modifications of
the source frame buffer can be optimized by the
specific implementation (e.g., VNC) and split into a
sequence of transmitted, regional updates. From a
black-box view, the component consumes partial
updates, but delivers a full image to other components.
The full image is always up to date and can be
spontaneously used for storage and previewing
purpose. From a white-box view, the component
receives and stores (partial) frame buffer updates that
are continuously rendered on top of an image that can
be queried from other components via an outgoing
port.

Update: An update-model is associated with a slidemodel and represents (regional) updates. It also
contains a reference to a timing-model that reflects the
time span or moment when the update occurred. Those
timings are especially valuable for later playback.
Similar to common video compression methods like
MPEG, the update region can also be an update of the
whole slide.

3.2. Local vs. Distributed Systems

Partial updates also increase the performance during
rendering and transmission of the content, while tasks
such as navigation and previewing require a “full
image”. If only partial updates are processed,
recalculating the image representation of a specific,
queried moment becomes expensive. Therefore,
systems such as [7], [8] and [13] occasionally force full
updates of the whole framebuffer, similar to I-frames in

Systems that support dynamic content vary in the way
how the content is obtained. There are large differences
between the complexity and performance of such
solutions.
The distributed presentation scenario in figure 5
corresponds to the work of the University of
Cambridge [13] and TeleTeachingTool. The lecturer
prepares his content before the lecture on his own
system. During the lecture, a remote connection to the

Figure 3: Enhancing the slide-model with a model
capable to represent (regional) slide updates.

Figure 5: Distributed presentation scenario.
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software installed on the local system to generate and
inject messages by extending the common protocols.
Other approaches avoid installing software on the local
system and must therefore post-process images so that
for instance, slide transitions can be detected. There are
even approaches that avoid any modification of the
remote system, but are also able to provide benefits,
while the lecturer can still operate his system locally.
Systems such as TeraVision [14], T-Cube [15] and
ProjectorBox [16] have been primarily developed for
recording purposes or transmission of video signals.
But approaches that are only coupled using the video
signal of computers are very limited: it is rather
difficult to support ink annotations, for instance.
Annotations on the local system would require clearing
them manually after slide transitions and to operate the
local system. Solutions have been developed that even
redirect mouse and keyboard events using hardware.
We expect that such solutions will still remain very
limited in their functionality, but may get more popular
for scenarios that focus on seamless recording support.

system located in his office is established using a
protocol such as VNC. The remote desktop is then
continuously mirrored to the local presentation system
that offers annotation functionality. The remote system
can be controlled using the keyboard and the mouse.
In contrast to the approach of the presented two
systems, Presenter uses virtual frame buffers that have
been developed in a former project state and can be
installed on the system of the lecturer. The desktop is
extended and content located on the virtual frame
buffers can be processed like depicted in the former
example. In contrast to the distributed approach, a
second system is not required and there are fewer
pitfalls in developing a local screen mirror.
By extending the slide-model we introduced support
for incremental updates of images that are able to
represent the frequently updated images that are usually
delivered by the presented approaches. The general
processing of updates, whether obtained from local or
remote desktops, is identical.
The event handling between local and remote
systems is bidirectional and varies in contrast to the
image handling. Controlling remote desktops requires
mapping local mouse and keyboard actions, e.g.,
provided by the frame buffer protocol. The mapping of
keyboard actions can be omitted on windows systems
that contain virtual desktops while mouse actions must
be still handled. Regarding the information flow
between the systems, (local) input events on the remote
system directly force frame buffer updates that are
transmitted to the local system, e.g. the remote frame
buffer protocol transmits mouse movements separately.
But due to the loose coupling of local and remote
systems, presentation-centric actions such as slidetransitions are usually not handled and transmitted.
There are different approaches that e.g., use

3.3. Annotations
In contrast to the differences regarding the processing
of static or dynamic content, augmenting the content is
usually implemented very similarly. Annotations like
ink annotations are added on top of the content and
remain visible until the user or dedicated events such as
slide-transitions force them to disappear.
Annotations are typically not adapted (e.g., they are
not automatically translated or scaled) in
correspondence to the underlying content. Associating
the underlying content is rather difficult and contains
problems such as object recognition. A restricted
solution is presented by Avaya [17] which associates
annotations on top of HTML-websites using the
underlying DOM-tree. But current presentation
systems, especially the ones supporting dynamic
content, do not focus on associations. Therefore,
annotations can be rendered independently of the type
of the underlying content and are implemented
efficiently using layers that are well-known from 2d
graphic applications. Programming languages typically
provide overlays that are similar to glass panes and
their processing is often hardware-accelerated.
Our subsystem for core presentation support
consists of the components presented in figure 6. By
decoupling the annotation layer from the underlying
content, we can dynamically switch between different
image sources and support annotations on surfaces
similar to black- or whiteboards, static images and
dynamically updated images sources. The subsystem

Figure 6: Component-based, layered rendering of
annotations on top of static or dynamic content.
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can be configured to support different scenarios based
on different image-sources. A lightweight whiteboardsetup is for instance used by TinyWB [3]. Our image
layer also enables the corresponding functionality of
systems that follow the approach of annotating static
images and those that follow the approach of
annotating video streams. In section 3.2., we presented
examples for systems that follow different approaches.
The layering turned out to be very flexible and is not
limited to the presented scenarios. Additional layers
can be added on top of the lecturer’s annotation layer
and support private annotations or collaborative
scenarios while handling annotations of the audience.
Private annotations can also be created before the
lecture; in [18] they are called instructor notes and
discussed in more detail.

Figure 7: An event dispatcher unifies handling of
control flows and decouples components.
advance to the requested slide transitions. After the
presentation system returns from the specific processes
(e.g., creating of snapshots and new slide-models) the
required operations are forwarded to PowerPoint.
We identified different events such as clear, store
and next slide and modified the event handling by
introducing a dedicated event-dispatcher like shown in
figure 7. One major advantage is that the core
presentation subsystem depicted in figure 6 can now be
developed independent from modifications to eventproviders like the ones shown on the left side of figure
7. This also applies to handling of user inputs using the
mouse and keyboard. Such inputs can be delivered to
the event-dispatcher that either consumes or forwards
them to a specific layer.

3.4. Events vs. Content
The assignment of annotations to slides and removal of
annotations during slide-transitions is a major
difference for systems that support static vs. dynamic
content. Systems that convert content and work on
image sets can obviously easily handle the content and
generate or process the required events. Systems that
process arbitrary dynamic content initially can not rely
on any events available within the underlying
presentation system.
Systems such as TeleTeachingTool use keybindings that are usually associated with the underlying
actions in presentation systems such as page up/down
for seeking to the next/previous slide. Systems like
virtPresenter [19] or Presenter use add-ins for
PowerPoint to receive the required events. Presenter
contains also a different, more proactive approach: an
extension for presenter is capable to load and control
PowerPoint-presentations and can therefore handle
events easier and avoids modifying PowerPoint. A
uniform way to handle any slide-based presentation, the
corresponding reference implementation called
Universal Presentation Controller and the specific
handling of PowerPoint are discussed in [20].
We developed a couple of different solutions to
control PowerPoint or to subscribe to PowerPoint
events. The different implementation had a significant
impact on our event handling. For instance, latter
solution requires handling the delivered PowerPoint
events asynchronously. Our other solutions –
PowerPoint-Controller and Universal Presentation
Controller – provide different controls on the userinterface for navigation support. Different action
listeners are associated with those GUI-controls and
events can be handled by our presentation system in

4. Summary
We presented our experiences and observations during
the development of educational presentation systems
for higher education. The paper discussed workflows
during a typical slide-centric presentation and
presented hierarchically aligned and timed models.
While structure and timing contribute to the high-level
design of presentation systems, the presented aspects
are relevant for mid- to low-level design and
implementation of components. The key aspects were
discussed in respect to related work. Finally, we
presented solutions and experiences for the identified
aspects that facilitated the development of flexible
educational presentations systems.
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